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Siegel’s 9 Factors of Healthy Function of the Prefrontal Cortex

The so-called “first tier”The so-called “first tier”The so-called “first tier” (This is the developmental work to be accomplished at each level)

A: What nature and instinct provide N: Behave much as other animals do 1. Body regulation. In evolutionary and developmental terms, basic 

physiological functioning and management. The ability to move, find food, 

mate, protect oneself from physical dangers.

B: Mysterious harmony and 

reciprocality, natural patterns become 

meaningful, there are things to be 

known

O: Placate spirits, follow ancestral ways 

and wisdom of the elders, ritual 

emerges

2. Attuned communication. The ability to communicate with another. In 

evolutionary and developmental terms, the emergence of language and 

dialogical communication, both verbal and nonverbal. Narrative.

C: rough and hard like a jungle, a “dog 

eat dog” world

P: fight to survive in spite of others, 

seek glory, avoid shame, express self

3. Emotional balance. Sense of self emerges. The ability to express oneself, 

the emergence of shame, pride, and emotion-thought. Self-expression of 

power. 

D: Vulnerable to evil; fear of society at 

risk

Q: obey rightful authority with purpose, 

sacrifice self

4. Response flexibility. The ability to adapt to a situation, manage emotions, 

and defer gratification of impulses. Self-sacrifice for a higher good. Ability to 

accept authority, rules, social structures that may constrain impulses. 

E: full of opportunities for success, 

competitive

R: Pragmatically test options for 

success, express self

5. Insight. The creative spark, ability to move beyond rule-governed structures 

or traditional ways to follow new ideas and ways of being. Originality and 

spontaneity that is cognizant of constraints. Inventiveness. Self-expression of 

ideas. New criteria for success.

F: The natural habitat of all living 

things, abundance is the norm

S: Form interdependent communities, 

inclusiveness, sacrifice self

6. Empathy. Care for others in an inclusive way. Self-sacrifice for the well-

being of the group. Feeling the pain of others. Seeking connection and 

inclusion for self and others. Appreciation of different and diverse ways of 

being. Lovingkindness, compassion

The so-called “second tier”The so-called “second tier”The so-called “second tier”

G (A’): Complex system at risk of 

collapse, looming scarcity of 

resources

T (N’): Learn how to survive and 

understand, flexibility and flow, express 

self with others

7. Extinguishing fear. Flexibility and fluidity without anxiety about the 

outcome or potential dangers. Awareness of others without sacrificing self. 

Equanimity in facing the complexity and dangers of the world. Lack of 

obsessiveness. Emergence of genuine freedom of mind. Equanimity

H (B’): A single living entity, expanding 

and contracting like the breath, as one 

activity.

U (O’): Seek order and form within 

chaos, cosmic consciousness, self is 

“unpersonal” and unbounded. 

8. Intuition. Intimate connection with the infinite. No horizons for knowing, 

listening, or acting. Self-sacrifice for life itself. Wisdom

I (C’) No one knows. V (P’) No one knows 9. Morality. A profound understanding of the infinite cosmic order and 

unbroken alignment with its principles for speaking, thinking, and acting. 

Waking up to the ultimate laws of cause and effect. Capacity to help bring 

others at all levels into alignment with the cosmic order. Upaya

(The Mindful Brain, by Daniel J. Siegel. WW.Norton & Co. 2007.) 


